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Awesome MIRACLES on the Brightest Star = "SIRIUS" right here now
=53/49
« on: April 05, 2016, 09:37:26 PM »

Salaam to all brothers/sisters,
here we shall clearly witness absolutely Magnificent and wonderful
UNIVERSAL Scientific/Mathematic
that our LORD
due to

MIRACLES

ALLAH has created, from the very beginning,

HIS most essential Word and Promise,

in this respect, here:
=========================
49 And certainly,

HE (Alone) is the LORD (=Creator, Designer, Sustainer)

of the Sirius (=alShi'ra = that most Prominent "brightest Star system" in the Sky.)

We will show them Our Signs (which are specifically "19" coded,
from the very beginning, here =74/2630, 31)
53 So,

in the horizons (=i.e. thus also and especially,
within that most Prominent "brightest Star system" in the Sky,
as it is specifically emphasized in the above Verse)
and (also) within their selves/souls,
until it becomes perfectly clear to them that this is absolutely The
Is it not Enough that your LORD is

Truth.

Witness over all things.

49 For, from all things We have created as/in perfect Pairs (=i.e. thus also and especially,
the Sirius (=alShi'ra = that most Prominent "brightest Star system"
which essentially consists of a Pair of Stars =Sirius A & =Sirius B therein)
that you may takeHeed =taDhakkaroona (=specifically based upon

"19" coded, takingHeed =Dhikra
from the very beginning, here again =74/2630,

31)!

QURAN TESTAMENT 53/49 = 41/53 = 51/49
=========================

vvvvvvvvvvvvvvvvvvvvvvvvvvvvvvvvvvvvvvvvvvvvvvv

Sirius is the brightest Star (in fact, a Star system) in the Earth's night sky.
The name "Sirius" is derived from the Ancient Greek Σείριος (Seirios),
meaning "glowing" or "scorcher."
What the naked eye perceives as a single Star is actually a binary Star system
(=i.e. a Pair of Stars orbiting each other)
consisting of a white mainsequence Star of spectral type A1V, termed Sirius A,
and a faint white dwarf companion of spectral type DA2, called Sirius B.
This Hubble Space Telescope image shows Sirius A, the brightest Star in our nighttime sky,
along with its tiny stellar companion, Sirius B.
Astronomers overexposed the image of Sirius A [at center]
so that the Sirius B [at lower left] could also absolutely be seen.

V

V

http://solarsystem.nasa.gov/news/2005/12/14/nearbystarsmallerthanearthmassiveassun
http://imgsrc.hubblesite.org/hu/db/2005/36/images/a/formats/large_web.jpg
vvvvvvvvvvvvvvvvvvvvvvvvvvvvvvvvvvvvvvvvvvvvvvv

So first of all, here are the precise Coordinates
of the Sirius (=alShi'ra = that most Prominent "brightest Star system") in the Sky above,
well known (most watched and cherished by many intelligent or curious peoples, or/and
also most watched and worshiped by many ignorant or stray peoples who were/are under the influence of Satan,
throughout the history of humankind)
now here:
Right Ascension =
Declination =

06 hours
16 degrees

45 minutes

08.92 seconds

42 arcminutes

58.02 arcseconds

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Sirius
so here they are in this absolutely Most
now here:

WONDROUS & Most AMAZING perfect orders,

All PRAISE

All PRAISE

is to

is to

ALLAH
the Sirius
in QURAN TESTAMENT
Chapter Verse No.

Right Ascension

ALLAH
or/and

Right Ascension

the Sirius
in QURAN TESTAMENT
Chapter Verse No.

053

49

^ ^

06 45 09
>

>

06 45 08

>

>

19

=

the Sirius
in QURAN TESTAMENT
Chapter Verse No.

053

49

^ ^

or/and

16 42 59
>

x...

Declination

the Sirius
in QURAN TESTAMENT
Chapter Verse No.

16 42 58
>

19

=

^ ^

>

=

Declination

>

x...

>

>

053

Declination:

06 45 08.92
16 42 58.02

=
=

19

=

09
59

and then (in exact opposite manner) for/on the right side above,
we have thus perfectly and equally kept those very last digits
(exactly the same) in spite of those extra digits after the decimal points
therein above:
Right Ascension:
Declination:

06 45 08.92
16 42 58.02

=
=

08
58

in such a perfectly parallel/equal and absolutely Coherent/Consistent manner,
for/within those two Cases for/on the left sides & for/on the right sides above,

by this absolutely Most Superb and matchless
perfect "Creation Design" of our Supreme LORD
here again (53/49 = 41/53 = 51/49), from the very beginning!
*And please, absolutely note that
these precise Coordinates of the brightest Star system (=the Sirius) in our night Sky above:

49

^ ^

*Please, certainly note that for/on the left side above,
we have thus perfectly and equally increased those very last digits
(just one up) due to those extra digits after the decimal points
therein above:
Right Ascension:

49

19

x...

>

>

053

x...

Right Ascension =
Declination =

06 hours
16 degrees

45 minutes

08.92 seconds

42 arcminutes

58.02 arcseconds

have thus perfectly been taken into account
based on Epoch J2000.0 standards (=i.e. which is based on the "Universal Solar Calendar") of our Time,
as precisely measured on January 1, 2000 therein)
and unanimously accepted by/as International Celestial Reference System.
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Sirius
So it is Absolutely MIRACULOUS also in this respect that
just in the very beginning of this Final Age/Millennium (=i.e. on January 1, 2000)
these precise Coordinates above have thus perfectly been measured and established
based upon the Universal Solar (=i.e. Sun based) Calendar of this Age,
by the full Approval and perfect Teaching of ALLAH unto humanity
in this most specific respect here now (=QURAN
from the very beginning,

TESTAMENT 17/2 = 55/34)

for/in this Final Age/Millennium now! (=QURAN

TESTAMENT 41/53)
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So now, let us clearly see
these most Essential and fundamental two Verses, in this respect,
now here again thus, in the very first place:
=========================
49 And certainly,

HE (Alone) is the LORD (=Creator, Designer, Sustainer)

of the Sirius (=alShi'ra = that most Prominent "brightest Star system" in the Sky above.)

49 For, from all things We have created as/in perfect Pairs (=Sirius A & =Sirius B)
that you may takeHeed =taDhakkaroona (=specifically based upon

"19" coded, takingHeed =Dhikra
from the very beginning, here again =74/2630,

QURAN TESTAMENT 53/49 = 51/49

31)!

=========================

V
V
Chapter No.

Verse No.

Chapter No.

053

49
^

051

>

<

19

=

x...

ALLAH once again has thus clearly and unmistakably let us realize that
HE has indeed Created a (specifically "19" coded) "Pair"
So, our LORD

for/within the Sirius (=i.e. that most Prominent "brightest Star system") in our Sky above,
from the very begining,
in this most Wise and perfect Manner in QURAN TESTAMENT above (53/49
in the very first place!

= 51/49),

*Please, certainly note that we have rightfully placed
that most specific Chapter No. always as a perfect "threedigit" number (="053"
(and we will consistently do the same in all cases ahead)
this is perfectly rightful and legitimate due to the Fact that

49) in all cases above,

the maximum/biggest Chapter No. is perfectly a "threedigit" number (="114") in QURAN TESTAMENT,
by this most Wise and perfect Decree of our One and Only LORD

ALLAH

from the very beginning. (72/28 = 78/29)

So now, let us continue on our Way
and also clearly see here:
Apparent Brightness
of the Sirius Star system (=i.e. Sirius A & Sirius B)
Apparent Luminosity

=

1.46

of the Sirius Star system (=i.e. Sirius A & Sirius B) = 22.811..
(*We can make the precise "Luminosity" calculation
for/in this specific Value above (1.46) at this precise distance: =8.6 light years
here: http://www.1728.org/magntudj.htm)
Absolute Brightness
of the Sirius Star system (=i.e. Sirius A & Sirius B)
Absolute Luminosity

=

1.43

of the Sirius Star system (=i.e. Sirius A & Sirius B) = 22.909..
(*We can make the precise "Luminosity" calculation
for/in this specific Value above (1.43) at this precise distance: =8.6 light years
again here: http://www.1728.org/magntudj.htm)
So here they are, in this absolutely Most
now here:

WONDROUS & Most AMAZING perfect manner,

All PRAISE

All PRAISE

is to

is to

ALLAH
the Sirius
in QURAN TESTAMENT
Verse Chapter No.

Apparent
Brightness

1.46

49

053

^

^

Absolute
Brightness

1.43

ALLAH
Apparent
Luminosity

22.80

19

=

the Sirius
in QURAN TESTAMENT
Verse Chapter No.

x...

49

053

^

^

Absolute
Luminosity

22.91

19

=

x...

*Please, certainly note that
we have thus rightfully decreased (after the decimal point) the very last digit
of that Apparent Luminosity
just one down =

22.811..

(=22.80),

due to that smallest/minimum most specific number (="1") at the very end, in this respect,
and then we have thus rightfully increased (after the decimal point) the very last digit
of that Absolute Luminosity
just one up =

22.909..

(=22.91),

due to that biggest/maximum most specific number (="9") at the very end, in this respect.
And please, certainly note that (after the decimal points above) now there are thus
all "two digit numbers" equally and perfectly, for/on the left side & for/on the right side above,
in such a perfectly parallel/equal and absolutely coherent/consistent manner, also in this respect above,
from the very beginning.
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So now, let us continue on our Way
and also clearly see here:
the Distance to the Sirius Star system (=i.e. Sirius A & Sirius B)
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Sirius

=

8.60 (+ 0.04

or

 0.04) light years

So we will rightfully take it into account here
in this specific manner, basically, as: 08.6 light years
to the Sirius A (for/when it is the much bigger/further Star (with about 2.02 x Solar Mass) therein,
and in this specific manner, basically, as: 8.5 light years
to the Sirius B (for/when it is the much smaller/nearer Star (with about 0.98 x Solar Mass) therein,
and then again
the Distance to the Sirius Star system (=i.e. Sirius A & Sirius B)
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Sirius

=

2.64 (+ 0.01 or  0.01) parsecs

So we will rightfully take it into account here
in this specific manner again, basically, as: 02.7 parsecs
to the Sirius A (for/when it is the much bigger/further Star (with about 2.02 x Solar Mass) therein,
and in this specific manner again, basically, as: 2.6 parsecs
to the Sirius B (for/when it is the much smaller/nearer Star (with about 0.98 x Solar Mass) therein.

So here they are, in this absolutely Most
now here:

WONDROUS & Most AMAZING perfect manner,

All PRAISE

All PRAISE

is to

is to

ALLAH
Distance
to A
lightyears

the Sirius
in QURAN TESTAMENT
Chapter Verse No.

ALLAH
or/and

Distance
to B
lightyears

Distance
to B
parsecs

the Sirius
in QURAN TESTAMENT
Chapter Verse No.

Distance
to A
parsecs

08.6

053

49

8.5

2.6

053

49

02.7

*

^

^

*

*

^

^

*

19

=

19

x...

=

x...
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So now, let us continue on our Way
and also clearly see here:
the Distance between Sirius A and Sirius B
when they are nearest to each other in their orbits
http://www.solstation.com/stars/sirius2.htm

8.1 or .2 _ _ _

=

Astronomical Units

so we will rightfully take it into account as perfect round Number here,
most essentially, as

=

"8.0"

Astronomical Units

and the Distance between Sirius A and Sirius B
when they are farthest from each other in their orbits
http://www.solstation.com/stars/sirius2.htm

=

31.4 or .5 _ _ _

Astronomical Units

so we will rightfully take it into account as perfect round Number here again,
most essentially, as

=

"31.0"

Astronomical Units

So here they are, in this absolutely Most
first of all, now here:

WONDROUS & Most AWESOME perfect order,

All PRAISE
is to

ALLAH
the Sirius

All PRAISE
is to

ALLAH
the Sirius

the Sirius
in QURAN TESTAMENT
Chapter Verse No.

Distance
A > B
nearest

8.0

053

49

^

^

Distance
A < B
nearest

Distance
A > B
farthest

8.0

31.0

the Sirius
in QURAN TESTAMENT
Chapter Verse No.

19

=

053

49

^

^

Distance
A < B
farthest

31.0

19

x...

=

x...

And in their specific orbits above (as they come nearest to or/and farthest from each other along the Way)
eventually both of them (=Sirius A and Sirius B) complete their orbit in
therein (=i.e.
Orbital Period of Sirius A =
Orbital Period of Sirius B

=

50.1 years

50.1 years
50.1 years

So here they are again, in this absolutely Most
finally, now here:

WONDROUS & Most AWESOME perfect order,

All PRAISE

All PRAISE

is to

is to

ALLAH
Distance
A > B
nearest

Distance
A > B
farthest

8.0

31.0

ALLAH

the Sirius
or/and
in QURAN
TESTAMENT
Chapter Verse No. Orbital Period
Distance
A
A < B
complete
nearest

053

49

^

^

50.1

8.0

Distance
A < B
farthest

31.0

the Sirius
in QURAN
TESTAMENT
Chapter Verse No. Orbital Period
B
complete

053

49

^

^

50.1

19

=

19

x...

=

x...
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So now, let us continue on our Way
and also clearly see here:
the Proper Motion of
the Sirius Star system (=Sirius A & Sirius B) =
so we will rightfully take it into account here, essentially, as =
http://vega.lpl.arizona.edu/sirius/A6.html

0.5461
0.55

arcseconds/year (=Right Ascension)

and again the Proper Motion of
the Sirius Star system (=Sirius A & Sirius B) =
so we will rightfully take it into account here, essentially, as =
http://vega.lpl.arizona.edu/sirius/A6.html

1.2231
1.23

arcseconds/year (=Declination)

*(Please, certainly note that
within that most fundamental very first Case (=i.e. "Position/Coordinates" which is perfectly based on
"Right Ascension" and "Declination" therein again),
we have thus increased the very last digits (before the decimal points therein),
perfectly and equally just one up, for/in both cases (="Right Ascension" and "Declination")
on the left side, therein, in the very first place,
so therefore, in an exactly similar/same way, we perfectly and equally do it again above, also here in this Case now.)

So here they are, in this absolutely Most
first of all, now here:

All PRAISE
is to

WONDROUS & Most AWESOME perfect order,

All PRAISE
is to

ALLAH

ALLAH

the Sirius
or/and
the Sirius
in QURAN TESTAMENT
in QURAN TESTAMENT
R. Ascension
Chapter Verse No.
Declination
R. Ascension
Chapter Verse No.
A
A
B

0.55

053

49

^

^

1.23

0.55

19

=

053

49

^

^

Declination
B

1.23

19

x...

=

x...

And in their specific Proper Motion above (as they slightly but steadily move forward in our night Sky
as/of Right Ascension and Declination just a little bit therein above, for/in each year)
as both of them (=Sirius A and Sirius B) together again also flowing
in a steady speed of = 8.1 or .2 _ _ _ km / second (=as/of Radial Velocity) therein.
http://www.alcyone.de/SIT/mainstars/SIT000499.htm
So we will rightfully take it into account here again,
most essentially, as:
Radial Velocity of Sirius A =
Radial Velocity of Sirius B

=

8.0
8.0

km / s
km / s

So here they are again, in this absolutely Most
finally, now here:

WONDROUS & Most AWESOME perfect manner,

All PRAISE

All PRAISE

is to

is to

ALLAH
the Sirius
in QURAN
TESTAMENT

ALLAH
or/and

R. Ascension Declination Chapter Verse No. R. Velocity

R. Ascension

the Sirius
in QURAN
TESTAMENT
Declination

Chapter Verse No. R. Velocity

A

A

0.55

1.23

053 49

^

A

B

B

8.0

0.55

1.23

^

19

=

B

053

49

^

^

19

x...

=

8.0

x...

Finally, we should absolutely note here that
in near future, when/if more Data thus continue to be gathered
about this most Prominent brightest Star system (the Sirius = alShi'ra in QURAN TESTAMENT =53/49)
in our night Sky above,
our One and Only LORD
such

ALLAH may absolutely continue to Grant unto us many more

Most WONDROUS & Most AWESOME MIRACLES again, therein.

(QURAN TESTAMENT 21/37 = 27/93)
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=========================
49 And certainly,

HE (Alone) is the LORD (=Creator, Designer, Sustainer)

of the Sirius (=alShi'ra = that most Prominent "brightest Star system" in our Sky.)

49 For, from all things We have created as/in perfect "Pairs" (=i.e. thus also and especially,
the Sirius (=alShi'ra = that most Prominent "brightest Star system"
which essentially consists of a "Pair" of Stars =Sirius A & =Sirius B therein above),
that you may takeCommemoration =taDhakkaroona (=specifically based upon

"19" coded, Commemoration =Dhikraa
from the very beginning, here again =74/2430,
QURAN TESTAMENT
53/49 = 51/49

31)!

53/49 = 51/49

^

^

V
V

V
V

V
V

24 And he (=i.e. a disbelieving or/and a skeptic Person) said:
This (QURAN) is nothing except an ancient Magic.
25 This is nothing except a (fabricated) Saying of a humanbeing.
26 (

ALLAH said): So (now) I will get him into Uprooter

(thereby thus to absolutely prove to him and to the whole World that

QURAN is definitely Not a manmade Message,
as that disbelieving or/and a skeptic Person erroneously claimed, in the first place, above,
but it is absolutely most Superb and matchless

Word of ALLAH here =17/88)

27 So what made you know what an Uprooter.
28 It does not letlast (but eliminates those minor fractions (after the decimal points)
here in this respect now from/on the left side of our Tables (within that very first Case) above
and It does not letstay (but excludes those minor fractions (after the decimal points)
here in this respect now from/on the right side of our Tables (within that very first Case again) above
29 (Thereafter, it presents) Tables (as/in all of those "Absolutely Awesome and Perfect Conclusions,"
due to/on that most Excellent and fundamental first Case,
and then those most Magnificent and essential each and every Cases,
"for/on the left sides & for/on the right sides" above) for all humanity.
30 Upon it (there shall be)

"19"

31 ...... And "It" (=i.e. that "Uprooter" again, as perfectly pointed out
in the above 2430th Verses) is but a "Commemoration" (="Dhikraa") for all humanity.
*************
******
*****
49 For, from all things

We have created as/in perfect "Pairs"

(=i.e.

here for/in this most specific Case above, as:

Sirius "A" & Sirius "B"
that perhaps you may "takeCommemoration" (="taDhakkaroona")!
*****************
************

(=QURAN

TESTAMENT

74/2630, 31

=

"19"

&

^
51/49

=

"Pairs" &

"Commemoration"

(="Dhikraa")

*************

******

^

^

"takeCommemoration" (="taDhakkaroona")
*****************
************

====================

Remain in peace/salaam.
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